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No Man is an Island
1: Introduction
There are several ways to get the students interested in this topic. You may want to start the
class by just writing the words “No Man is an Island” on the blackboard (or on a PowerPoint
slide) and then ask the students to draw the image they see when given this statement. From
their drawing you may continue with the painting on the first page of this chapter.
For more information about Hopper’s Nighthawks and other paintings, go to the Web Museum.
2: Answer Key (p. 14)
Checkpoints
1. Man is not an “island” meaning that man lives in a community with others and not isolated.
2. Why Donne says that “every man is a piece of the continent” is of course nothing we can
know for certain (some students might point this out to you), but Donne’s idea is probably that
we all belong to a greater something – a community, an environment even if we do not necessarily want to.
3. “For whom the bells toll” refers to the church-bells rung at a funeral.
Viewpoints
1. Hopefully these questions will help students see that at times we feel like islands and at other
times we feel more as part of the world around us. Teenagers might very well be experts here
since they at times might feel like no one understands them.
2. Donne’s message is that we are part of “a continent” – something larger than ourselves. The
idea that what happens to someone else also affects me – our lives are intertwined – another
man’s death also causes me pain. Some students might think of environmental issues in this connection – that whatever a person does, it affects the world. Philosophers, religious leaders and
business executives tend to think this way as well – we are part of a greater “system” so everything we do affects the “system”. The system might be your family, your class, your work, the
local community or the world.
3. The answers to this question might indicate something about the different personalities in
your classroom – some will prefer solitude while others always want to be social. They might
also see that this will vary depending on the situation.

3: Teaching Tips
Make a PowerPoint Presentation
- Who Am I? Make a PowerPoint presentation where you use several of Andy Warhol’s pictures, e.g. of Marilyn Monroe or Jackie. Let the students guess who these famous people are.
Photos of Personal Belongings
Ask the students to go home and take a picture of some things that illustrate who they are and
send the picture to you, the teacher. Then put them together in a PowerPoint presentation. In
class the students can guess which picture (composition) belongs to whom.

